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The LET is a non-profit program funded entirely by sponsorships and donations, run 
primarily by volunteers. 

 
Our supporters share a belief in the value of on-going wine education and in the vision of 

founder Len Evans AO OBE, who identified the need for continuous investment in the 
development of  high-calibre Australian wine professionals, reinforcing Australia's place 

as a great wine nation. Our primary objectives are as follows: 
 

• To provide high-level wine education, in the form of judging sessions, master 
classes and tastings, that will increase scholars' understanding of quality. 

• To expose scholars to wines that would otherwise be out of reach, due to cost or 
rarity.  

• To showcase the pedigree of Australian wine in an international wine context. 
• To train scholars to become skilled wine show judges. 

• To help scholars develop the communication skills needed to advocate for 
Australian wine quality here and abroad 

 
Whilst most of you are familiar with our program, we encourage you to read the 

accompanying document to refresh your understanding of today's LET. 
 

We are ever grateful to our long-term sponsors, many of whom have been part of this 
wonderful program since Day One. In recent years this dedicated group has expanded to 
include a broad range of wine-related organisations, who have joined our merry band of 
foundation sponsors and devoted tutors/helpers to support an initiative that supports 

the Australian wine industry on so many levels. 
 

To ensure that the highest possible standards are employed,  the cost to run the Tutorial 
is in excess of $180,000; or $15,000 per scholar. 

 
As a vital stakeholder in the future Australian wine industry we would like to offer 
you the position of one of our Principal Supporters. A Principal Supporter donates 

the equal value of $6,000 + GST per organization.  
 

Principal Supporters will receive acknowledgement in all associated communications, 
press releases and printed material, on our website and of course, social media. 

 
 Wine-producing supporters will also be invited to send 2 bottles of their flagship 

wine to be tasted by the scholars and tutors during the Tutorial week at welcome and 
farewell events.  

 
Please email Sally Evans at info@lenevanstutorial.com.au to indicate your interest, or if 

you have any further questions. Invoices for the current year will be issued upon 
confirmation of your appreciated support. If required, we can delay your invoice until 

the 1st July, 2023.  
  

All feedback is most welcome. 
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